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Introduction {#sec001}
============

Thousands of genomes have been sequenced thanks to decreased cost and increased speed of DNA sequencing methods. The explosion of genome sequences has expanded our knowledge of repetitive DNA, which is an important component of the genomes of almost all eukaryotes. Repetitive DNA is made up of sequences that have been duplicated. Some repetitive elements are able to replicate to new genomic locations and are referred to as transposable elements (TEs). TEs are known to account for a significant proportion of genome sequences in eukaryotes, varying from a few percent to the majority of the genome. For example, around 50% of the human \[[@pone.0193588.ref001]\] and 85% of the maize genome are TEs \[[@pone.0193588.ref002]\]. Therefore, it is important to have an efficient and accurate *ab initio* method of identifying and annotating repeats in newly sequenced genomes.

Repetitive DNA sequences can be divided into three major categories: tandem repeats, segmental duplications and transposable elements. Tandem repeats are repeated DNA sequences that are directly adjacent to each other and account for 3% of the human genome \[[@pone.0193588.ref003]\].

Segmental duplications (SDs, also termed "low-copy repeats") are DNA sequences of variable sequence length (ranging from 1kb to 400kb) and a high level of sequence identity. SDs are identified from pairwise local alignments generated with BLAST using arbitrary criteria (\>90% id, \>1000bp length) \[[@pone.0193588.ref004]\]. Because SD identification is based on local alignments, repeat masked genome sequences are used as input to remove the enormous number of alignments produced by TEs that would overwhelm the SD output. This means that repeat identification and annotation is currently required before SDs can be identified.

Transposable elements are the most prevalent repetitive sequences in eukaryotic genomes, and fall into two major classes: those moving via direct cut and paste of their DNA sequences (DNA transposons) and those moving/replicating via a copy and paste mechanism with an RNA intermediate (retrotransposons). DNA transposons encode a transposase gene that is flanked by two *Terminal Inverted Repeats* (TIRs) \[[@pone.0193588.ref005]\]. The transposase recognizes these TIRs to excise the transposon DNA, which is then inserted into a new genomic location by cut and paste mobilization \[[@pone.0193588.ref006]\].

Retrotransposons can be subdivided into two groups: those with long terminal repeats (LTRs), and those without LTRs (non-LTR). Endogenous retroviruses (ERVs) are domesticated remnants of retroviral infection and full-length ERVs encode an array of proteins (*gag*, *pol*, and *env*) flanked by LTRs \[[@pone.0193588.ref007]\]. The *env* protein allows ERVs to transfer to other organisms by infection \[[@pone.0193588.ref008]\] and thus ERVs can be acquired from the environment. LTR retrotransposons are the dominant retrotransposons in plants and are less abundant in mammals \[[@pone.0193588.ref009]\]. Similar to ERVs, LTR retrotransposons contain two long-terminal repeats that flank a 5-7kb long internal protein-coding domain \[[@pone.0193588.ref010]\] containing two open reading frames (ORFs): *gag* and *pol*. The *gag* ORF encodes the structural protein that makes up a virus-like particle (VLP) \[[@pone.0193588.ref011]\]. The *pol* ORF encodes an enzyme needed for replication that contains protease (PR), integrase (IN), reverse transcriptase (RT), and RNase H (RH) domains required for reverse transcription and integration. Promoter and transcription termination signals are present in the LTRs that are divided into three functional areas: U3, R and U5. U3 contains the enhancer and promoter sequences that drive viral transcription \[[@pone.0193588.ref011]\]. However, due to the lack of *env* protein, LTR retrotransposons are not infectious; they are obligate intracellular elements \[[@pone.0193588.ref012]\].

Non-LTR retrotransposons include two sub-types: autonomous long interspersed elements (LINEs), and non-autonomous short interspersed elements (SINEs), that are dependent on LINEs for their replication \[[@pone.0193588.ref003]\]. Typical insertions of non-LTR retrotransposons are flanked by target site duplications, which result from micro-homology based repair during the insertion process \[[@pone.0193588.ref013]\].

LINEs contribute significantly to eukaryotic genomes. Full-length LINEs are around 6kb long and usually contain two ORFs flanked by 5′ and 3′ untranslated regions (UTRs). LINE 5′ UTRs possess an internal RNA polymerase II promoter, which allows them to be transcribed \[[@pone.0193588.ref001]\]. ORF1 can vary significantly from species to species, and can encode proteins with different characteristics \[[@pone.0193588.ref014]\]. ORF2 is similar across all LINEs and encodes a protein with endonuclease and reverse-transcriptase activities required for replication \[[@pone.0193588.ref014]\].

SINEs are much shorter; usually less than 500 base pairs. The 5′ region contains an internal RNA polymerase III promoter and the 3′ end contains an oligo dA-rich tail. *Alu* elements have no ORFs, therefore they have no coding capacity and are non-autonomous TEs. Because they share functional sequences at their 3′ with LINEs, they borrow the retrotransposition molecular machinery encoded by LINEs that bind to their 3′ end \[[@pone.0193588.ref001]\].

Repeats are computationally difficult to detect and annotate *ab initio* because of their abundance, varied features/sequence signatures, many length variants (truncated versions) and clade specificity. Many computational tools have been developed to detect TEs, and the most commonly used approaches can be divided into three categories:

1.  Library-based methods (e.g. RepeatMasker \[[@pone.0193588.ref015]\]), that use sequence alignment to search a genome for homologs of known repeats from a database such as Repbase \[[@pone.0193588.ref016]\], Repbase is a manually curated repeat library of species-specific and pan-species TEs, and cannot be used to identify segmental duplications.

2.  Signature-based methods, that rely on the fact that each class of TE has a set of unique sequence features such as target site duplications, a poly-A tail, terminal inverted repeats, etc... These methods search for the sequence signatures of the repeat class of interest (e.g. LTR_STRUC \[[@pone.0193588.ref017]\]). However, because repeat types are so varied, this method is usually only able to identify specific types of TE.

3.  *Ab initio* consensus methods, four examples here are RepeatModeler (<http://www.repeatmasker.org/RepeatModeler/>), REPET \[[@pone.0193588.ref018]\], Red \[[@pone.0193588.ref019]\] and PILER \[[@pone.0193588.ref020]\]. RepeatModeler (RMD) is a *de novo* package that has been widely used for repeat identification and modeling that combines different programs: RepeatMasker, RepeatScout \[[@pone.0193588.ref021]\], RECON \[[@pone.0193588.ref022]\] and TRF (Tandem Repeat Finder) \[[@pone.0193588.ref023]\]. RepeatMasker identifies and masks interspersed repeats using curated libraries of consensus sequences supported by Dfam; Dfam contains entries corresponding to all Repbase TE entries, and each Dfam entry is represented by a profile hidden Markov model. RECON evaluates pair-wise similarities to build repeat consensus sequences. RepeatScout identifies and uses highly over-represented *k*-mers as seeds that are extended to produce multiple sequence alignments. However, RMD doesn't identify the individual sequences used to derive the consensus sequences; making it impossible to confirm or assess the accuracy of the consensus sequences, or to directly analyse the repeat instances in the genome they are derived from.

Red is an *ab initio* tool for discovering repetitive elements in a genome. Red utilizes a Hidden Markov Model dependent on labeled training data, i.e. it is an instance of supervised learning. Red identifies candidate repetitive regions using adjusted counts of *k*-mers, score smoothing with a Gaussian mask and the second derivative test to find local maxima \[[@pone.0193588.ref019]\]. Red can detect both transposons and simple repeats. However, it only generates genome coordinates for repeats, without any annotation. Red output is therefore not useful for analysing repeat content or transposon evolution.

PILER can identify and cluster repeats based on pairwise whole-genome alignments. In contrast to previous methods that attempt to explain all the off-diagonal local alignments or hits, it focuses on identifying subsets of hits that form a pattern characteristic of a given type of repeat. PILER was orignally designed to use PALS to generate pairwise alignment; however, PALS cannot handle concurrent jobs and it was built for a 32-bit processor architecture, which makes it relatively time consuming and seriously limits PILER applicability to small genomes. Although any local aligner can be used to replace PALS, this requires attention to required alignment parameters, and hits need to be converted to PILER-compatible GFF format.

REPET is a package that requires a local aligner, three clustering tools (RECON, PILER and GROUPER \[[@pone.0193588.ref024]\]) and a knowledge/library based annotation pipeline \[[@pone.0193588.ref025]\]. REPET produces a very comprehensive output of repeat annotations, but excludes segmental duplications, is complex, requires genome annotation of gene models and is computationally expensive.

In order to address these limitations, we have created a comprehensive *ab initio* repeat pipeline (CARP) for identifying species-specific TE elements with high sensitivity and accuracy that deals with both TEs and segmental duplications. Our method also provides a full audit trail that links identified repeat sequences (and their genome intervals) to their families and consensus sequences. This permits direct evolutionary analysis of highly similar TE families.

Methods {#sec002}
=======

For a diagrammatic overview of our method for *de novo* discovery and annotation of repetitive elements from genome sequences see ([Fig 1](#pone.0193588.g001){ref-type="fig"}).

![Comprehensive *ab initio* Repeat Pipeline (CARP).\
Figure shows the detailed steps for CARP. Repetitive DNA is identified by all vs all pairwise alignment using krishna. Single linkage clustering is then carried out to produce families of repetitive sequences that are globally aligned to generate a consensus sequence for each family. Consensus sequences are filtered for non-TE protein coding genes and then annotated using Repbase and a custom library of retrovirus and reverse transcriptase sequences. The annotated consensus sequences are then used to annotate the genome. This is required to identify repeats with less than the threshold identity used for alignment that are overlooked during the initial pairwise alignment step.](pone.0193588.g001){#pone.0193588.g001}

Datasets {#sec003}
--------

Six genomes were used in this study, 2 reptiles (anolis, *Anolis carolinensis* and bearded dragon, *Pogona vitticeps*), 1 bird (chicken, *Gallus gallus*), 1 monotreme (platypus, *Ornithorhynchus anatinus*, 1 marsupial (opossum, *Monodelphis domestica*) and 1 eutherian mammalian (human, *Homo sapiens*). All genomes are publicly available from the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI). [S1 Table](#pone.0193588.s005){ref-type="supplementary-material"} lists the systematic name, common name, version, source and submitter for each genome assembly. [S2 Table](#pone.0193588.s006){ref-type="supplementary-material"} shows the total genome sequence length and scaffold/contig N50 values, giving an approximation of the assembly quality. [S3 Table](#pone.0193588.s007){ref-type="supplementary-material"} compares the different sequencing technologies and methods.

Comprehensive *ab initio* Repeat Pipeline (CARP) {#sec004}
------------------------------------------------

Repeats were identified using a pipeline comprised of krishna/igor \[[@pone.0193588.ref026]\], MUSCLE (v3.8.31) \[[@pone.0193588.ref027]\]. Krishna/igor is an improved version of PALS/PILER implemented in Go (<https://golang.org/>) that can find dispersed repeat families. A dispersed repeat family has members that are typically separated in the genome, i.e. that are rarely or never found in tandem, and are usually mobile elements such as retrotransposons \[[@pone.0193588.ref020]\]. Genome sequences were pairwise aligned using krishna (<https://github.com/biogo/examples/krishna>) with default parameters set at 94% sequence identity (-dpid) and a minimum alignment length (-dplen) of 250bp for most cases, except bearded dragon and chicken, which used -dpid 90% and -dplen 200bp. The resulting alignment intervals were then used as input for igor to define families of repeat sequences using the default parameters with single-linkage clustering, which is a clustering method that combines clusters containing elements that are linked by alignment. Igor output was used as input for seqer to generate repeat consensus sequences for each cluster/family based on MUSCLE alignments. Only family members within 95% of the length of the longest family member were aligned, and to avoid consensus sequence expansion due to indels in the global alignment, a maximum of 100 randomly chosen sequences/family were included in the alignment. This process yielded three types of family: fully annotated, partially annotated and unannotated.

Identifiable repeat consensus sequences were annotated by using CENSOR \[[@pone.0193588.ref028]\] with the Repbase 'Vertebrate' library (downloaded on 1st March, 2016, includes 41,908 sequences). Further annotation of consensus sequences was based on WU-BLAST (v2.0) (<https://www.advbiocomp.com/blast/obsolete/>) \[[@pone.0193588.ref029]\]/NCBI-BLAST (v2.2.27) \[[@pone.0193588.ref030]\] alignment against a comprehensive retroviral and retrotransposon protein database assembled from the NCBI \[[@pone.0193588.ref031]\], and against Swiss-Prot \[[@pone.0193588.ref032]\] to identify known protein-coding genes from large gene families inappropriately included in the repeat set. Consensus sequences identified as either simple sequence repeats (SSRs) or protein-coding sequences (Evalue \< 0.00001) were removed from the consensus set. After acquiring all the annotated repeat consensus sequences, these annotated consensus sequences were then combined with the Repbase 'Vertebrate' library and CENSOR was used to annotate all repeat intervals in the source genome. [S4 Table](#pone.0193588.s008){ref-type="supplementary-material"} represents the summary of time consumed for each analysis step. For additional details of time consumption and memory use for each step, see [S1 Appendix](#pone.0193588.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Method evaluation {#sec005}
-----------------

RepeatModeler (version 1.0.8) was used to evaluate the performance of CARP by applying it to the same seven genomes with default parameters, with WU-BLAST used as the alignment engine. A combination of the repeat consensus sequences generated by RepeatModeler and Repbase 'Vertebrate' library was also fed into CENSOR to annotate the repeat content for each genome.

Identification of novel repeat sequences from tested genomes {#sec006}
------------------------------------------------------------

In order to explore the unclassified consensus sequences generated by CARP, we extracted all unclassified repeat sequences from the seven genomes, and the R package ggplot2 was used to visualise their length distribution with respect to copy number.

For high copy number (\>2,000 copies), a coverage plot was used to investigate the positional distribution of genomic sequence fragments with respect to the unclassified consensus sequences. BLASTN \[[@pone.0193588.ref030]\] and CENSOR were further used to characterise the consensus sequences from the coverage peaks of 5 unclassified consensus sequence examples found in the bearded dragon coverage plot.

Human (GRCh37) segmental duplication coordinates were also downloaded (<http://humanparalogy.gs.washington.edu/build37/build37.htm>) and BedTools \[[@pone.0193588.ref033]\] was used to merge the overlapping intervals from this data. We then used the human unclassified consensus sequences generated from both our *ab initio* method and RepeatModeler as libraries to run CENSOR against the merged segmental duplication data.

Dendrogram construction from platypus nucleotide L2 sequences {#sec007}
-------------------------------------------------------------

Full-length platypus L2 consensus sequences (2∼4kb) generated from CARP and RMD were extracted respectively, as well as the genome intervals that linked to the L2 consensus sequences from CARP. We then globally aligned the resulting sequences using MUSCLE (-maxiters 2). Alignments were trimmed with Gblocks \[[@pone.0193588.ref034]\] to remove large gaps (default parameters, allowed gap postions: with half). FastTree (v2.1.8) \[[@pone.0193588.ref035]\] was used to infer a maximum likelihood phylogeny from the global alignment, using a generalized time-reversible model (-gtr). Archaeopteryx v0.9901 beta was used to visualise the tree, including 94 genome intervals from CARP, 12 L2 consensus sequences from CARP and 7 consensus sequences from RMD.

Classification of potentially active L2 elements {#sec008}
------------------------------------------------

USEARCH \[[@pone.0193588.ref036]\] was then used to scan for open reading frames (ORFs) in those full-length L2 consensus sequences that were at least 60% of the expected length (≥1.5kb nucleotide sequence for ORF2p, complete with start and stop codons and no inactivating mutations). After translation, ORF2p candidates were checked for similarity to known domains using HMM-HMM comparison \[[@pone.0193588.ref037]\] against the Pfam28.0 database \[[@pone.0193588.ref038]\] as of May 2015 (includes 16,230 families). ORF2p containing RT domains were extracted using the envelope coordinates from the HMMer domain hits table (--domtblout), with a minumum length of 200 amino acids.

Results {#sec009}
=======

Consensus generation {#sec010}
--------------------

We identified and annotated repeats from seven genomes using both CARP and RepeatModeler. Because ancient transposable elements are highly diverged and already well described, we have implemented CARP to identify and annotate slightly diverged (recent) repetitive elements. CARP is based on whole-genome pairwise local alignment (default 94% identity), followed by clustering and consensus generation from clusters. This means all consensus sequences generated by CARP can be traced back to their input sequences and the original genomic sequence intervals of the input sequences. This provides an audit trail and the ability to easily carry out evolutionary and phylogenetic analysis of recently diverged, and hence recently active TEs. Because the initial clusters may contain gene families with many paralogs, we cleaned the consensus sequences by aligning them to Swiss-Prot and to a custom database assembled from retroviral and reverse transcriptase (RT) sequences from NCBI. We then removed consensus sequences that align to *bona fide* protein coding genes that do not annotate as retroviral/RT. Cleaned consensus sequences were then annotated with CENSOR using known TE reference sequences from Repbase. This resulted in three types of annotation: 1) well annotated, almost full length alignment to a Repbase reference sequence, 2) partially annotated, partial alignment with one or more Repbase sequences and 3) no significant alignment to a Repbase reference sequence. Partially annotated and unannotated consensus sequences were combined to produce the unclassified consensus repeat set.

CARP generated numerous consensus sequences (see [Table 1](#pone.0193588.t001){ref-type="table"} and [S5 Table](#pone.0193588.s009){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), because TEs, particularly LINEs, are often 5′ truncated, generating many insertion length variants and because consensus generation is based on alignment pairs that are single-linkage clustered with a length constraint (within 95% of the longest family member length). By comparing the repeat consensus sequences generated from CARP and RMD, we can see that CARP identified many more repeat sub-families, in contrast to RMD, which only generated a small number of broad consensus sequences. The latter are useful for masking, but are not as useful for studying TE evolution.

10.1371/journal.pone.0193588.t001

###### Summary of consensus sequence libraries generated by CARP and RMD.

![](pone.0193588.t001){#pone.0193588.t001g}

                   Chicken   Bearded dragon   Anolis    Platypus   Opossum   Human                                           
  ---------------- --------- ---------------- --------- ---------- --------- ------- --------- ----- -------- ----- -------- -----
  Well-annotated   8,898     131              19,810    511        32,658    600     9,476     240   49,548   591   30,114   428
  Unclassified     12,140    19               112,337   523        45,201    375     165,231   74    25,221   78    23,199   4
  Total            21,038    150              132,147   1034       77,859    975     174,707   314   74,769   669   53,313   432

Consensus classification {#sec011}
------------------------

CARP generated annotated consensus sequences for all major TE types (except for SINEs in the chicken), whereas few SINE consensus sequences were produced by RepeatModeler in the species we tested (see [Table 2](#pone.0193588.t002){ref-type="table"} and [S6 Table](#pone.0193588.s010){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Based on this result, CARP was more sensitive for detecting SINEs compared to RMD. CARP generated many more consensus sequences than RMD and this is a function of the single linkage clustering used to identify families. Because many LINE insertions are 5' truncated, leading to variable insertion sizes with a common 3' end, the requirement for family members to be at least 95% as long as the longest family member means that many clusters are created across the insertion size continuum.

10.1371/journal.pone.0193588.t002

###### Comparison of the total number of specific TE types in each method.

![](pone.0193588.t002){#pone.0193588.t002g}

           Chicken   Bearded dragon   Anolis   Platypus   Opossum   Human                                         
  -------- --------- ---------------- -------- ---------- --------- ------- ------- ----- -------- ----- -------- -----
  SINE     0         2                1,613    44         2,177     30      2,292   41    596      73    13,165   23
  LINE     6,186     51               16,068   248        18,014    270     6,290   122   25,150   244   10,832   137
  LTR      2,405     54               385      55         4,784     76      263     27    23,195   212   5,635    164
  DNA      102       17               1,725    146        7,619     202     46      30    600      55    239      91
  Others   205       7                19       18         64        22      585     20    7        7     243      13
  Total    8,898     131              19,810   511        32,658    600     9,476   240   49,548   591   30,114   428

Genome repeat content {#sec012}
---------------------

CENSOR was used to annotate the repeat content in our data set of seven species because it uses minimal post-alignment processing of hits (see [Table 3](#pone.0193588.t003){ref-type="table"}). In order to get a comprehensive annotation of repeats, we used a combination of the Repbase 'Vertebrate' library and repeat consensus sequences generated from CARP or RMD. Because CENSOR annotates based on the best hit, combining our consensus sequences with Repbase sequences allows annotation of genomic intervals most similar to either recent/less diverged repeats or Repbase repeats. As seen from [Table 3](#pone.0193588.t003){ref-type="table"}, CARP performed consistently well in identifying and annotating repeats across all seven species (more detail in [S7](#pone.0193588.s011){ref-type="supplementary-material"}--[S12](#pone.0193588.s016){ref-type="supplementary-material"} Tables).

10.1371/journal.pone.0193588.t003

###### Comparison of repeat annotation for CARP and RMD.

Summary of specific repeat content from CENSOR output, using a combined library of Repbase 'Vertebrate' with CARP or RMD consensus libraries.

IR = Interspersed Repeats

SD = Segmental Duplications.

![](pone.0193588.t003){#pone.0193588.t003g}

                 Chicken   Bearded dragon   Anolis   Platypus   Opossum   Human                                           
  -------------- --------- ---------------- -------- ---------- --------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
  SINE           0.09      0.09             1.72     2.83       4.02      4.14    19.51   19.51   10.44   10.67   11.25   11.41
  LINE           7.73      8.31             11.61    12.55      14.65     15.23   20.40   20.84   28.21   28.83   18.88   18.97
  LTR            3.37      3.62             2.38     3.12       5.98      6.26    1.34    1.32    10.62   10.29   9.13    9.49
  DNA            2.60      2.08             3.55     6.62       12.84     15.13   1.72    1.67    3.06    2.27    4.49    4.34
  Other          1.52      2.22             1.39     1.44       1.51      1.65    2.89    3.10    1.72    1.47    2.04    1.93
  IR             15.31     16.32            20.65    26.56      39.00     42.41   45.86   46.44   54.05   53.53   45.79   46.14
  Potential SD   1.99      0.17             22.22    7.92       12.02     4.84    12.60   0.58    3.93    0.87    2.94    0.00
  Total          17.30     16.49            42.87    34.48      51.02     47.25   58.46   47.02   57.98   54.40   48.73   46.14

Compared to RMD, CARP identified approximately the same amount of sequence made up of interspersed repeats in all seven species. However, CARP identified far more of all seven genomes as derived from unclassified repeats. Because unclassified repeats are defined as not being classifiable using Repbase, these repeats must either be novel transposable elements, or repeated sequences that are not transposable. In [Table 3](#pone.0193588.t003){ref-type="table"} we have labeled the unclassified repeat contribution to the genomes as segmental duplications based on their properties (see below).

Segmental duplications {#sec013}
----------------------

Because segmental duplications are generally present at low copy number, we examined the relationship between copy number and consensus length for our unclassified consensus sequences. We plotted the *log*~10~-transformed copy number of the unclassified CENSOR hits against the *log*~10~-transformed length for our unclassified consensus sequences from all seven genomes (see [Fig 2](#pone.0193588.g002){ref-type="fig"}). For both RMD and CARP unclassified sequences, copy number of hits increased with length due to a small tail of long, high hit number sequences. This can be seen from the regression line ([S13 Table](#pone.0193588.s017){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). However, virtually all CARP unclassified sequences were present at much lower hit copy number, a strong indication of segmental duplication. The small number of high hit copy number (\>2000) CARP unclassified sequences were examined for the presence of either novel TEs or partial TEs.

![Scatter plot of unclassified sequence copy number *versus* length.\
Plots show the copy number of hits of unclassified sequences annotated using CENSOR and combined libraries, with respect to their length. Both copy number and length were *log*~10~-transformed. Red regions on the plot indicate high density, while blue regions indicate low density. Linear regression lines are plotted in red, with STANDARD ERROR represented by the gray shadow around the lines.](pone.0193588.g002){#pone.0193588.g002}

In order to determine if the small number of unclassified CENSOR hits with copy numbers \>2000 were novel or partially annotated TEs, we used coverage plots for the CARP unclassified consensus sequences to look for high copy number subsequences with TE properties. [Fig 3](#pone.0193588.g003){ref-type="fig"} shows the top 5 high copy number CARP unclassified consensus sequences from bearded dragon as an example. BLASTN and CENSOR annotations were also used to characterize these consensus sequences in terms of TE or gene model homology. From [Fig 3](#pone.0193588.g003){ref-type="fig"} we can see that coverage plots for high copy number CARP unclassified CENSOR hits were of two types: those incorporating high copy subsequences ([Fig 3A, 3C and 3E](#pone.0193588.g003){ref-type="fig"}) and those with uniform high coverage ([Fig 3B and 3D](#pone.0193588.g003){ref-type="fig"}). Close examination of the high copy hit subsequences from [Fig 3A, 3C and 3E](#pone.0193588.g003){ref-type="fig"} show that known TE annotation cannot explain the high copy number subsequences detected in these families. Because these three consensus sequences were derived from families with a small number of members, the observed high copy subsequences may indicate similarity to unclassified TEs or TE fragments that are present as part of a small number of highly conserved segmental duplications. For the uniform high coverage family 0309690 ([Fig 3B](#pone.0193588.g003){ref-type="fig"}), CENSOR annotated one end as the 5′ end of a DNA transposon (Mariner-3N1), and the other end as the 3′ end of the same DNA transposon, likely indicating a novel variant of a known DNA transposon. For the uniform high coverage family 137078, there is no known TE annotation, only annotation for a part of GPR34, a probable G-protein coupled receptor gene.

![Coverage plot of the top 5 high hit copy number CARP unclassified consensus sequences from the bearded dragon.\
A) CENSOR and BLASTN annotation of the peak coverage region in unclassified family 015220; B) CENSOR and BLASTN annotation of the peak coverage region in unclassified family 0309690; C) CENSOR and BLASTN annotation of the peak coverage region in unclassified family 127805; D) CENSOR and BLASTN annotation of the peak coverage region in unclassified family 137078; E) CENSOR and BLASTN annotation of the peak coverage region in unclassified family 187168. The number of family members identified by krishna/igor used for consensus sequence generation is shown in the upper left corner of each panel.](pone.0193588.g003){#pone.0193588.g003}

Based on the above results, we conclude that the vast majority of unclassified consensus sequences represent segmental duplications. We have therefore labeled these annotations accordingly in [Table 3](#pone.0193588.t003){ref-type="table"}. In our final annotation, significant fractions of the genomes from our seven test species were annotated as SD, particularly in bearded dragon (22.22%), anolis (12.02%) and platypus (12.60%) (see [Table 3](#pone.0193588.t003){ref-type="table"}).

Because the human genome has the best SD annotation of our seven species, we compared segmental duplication coordinates downloaded from the human 'Segmental Duplication Database' to our CARP unclassified CENSOR hits. Approximately 70% of human SD overlapped with CENSOR hits from CARP unclassified consensus sequences, confirming our conclusion above. Only 0.2% of human SD overlapped with RMD unclassified CENSOR hits.

CARP classification of TEs allows insight into TE evolutionary dynamics {#sec014}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

Because CARP enabled us to identify and classify recently diverged repeats, we were able to determine whether those repeats were consistent with recent TE activity/family expansion. We used the platypus to illustrate this. L2 and its non-autonomous SINE companion, mammalian-wide interspersed repeat (MIR, MON-1 in monotremes), are the most abundant and active repeats in monotremes (see [S10 Table](#pone.0193588.s014){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This is in contrast to metatheria and eutheria (marsupials and placentals) where they are inactive due to extinction 60-100 Myr ago.

L2s were defined as potentially active if they contained an intact ORF2 (regardless of the state of ORF1), as this meant that they were capable of either autonomous retrotransposition \[[@pone.0193588.ref039]\] and/or mobilisation of SINEs \[[@pone.0193588.ref040]\]. CARP identified numerous long L2 elements (2∼4kb) in the platypus genome. More than 43% (41/94) of these were potentially active based on the above criteria ([Fig 4A and 4B](#pone.0193588.g004){ref-type="fig"}) and some clusters of potentially active elements at the tips of short branches, were consistent with "hot" or hyperactive elements. This differed significantly from the RMD result, which generated only seven long consensus sequences ([Fig 4C](#pone.0193588.g004){ref-type="fig"}), none of them containing an intact ORF2.

![Phylogenetic analysis of L2 elements in the platypus genome.\
Figure shows the dendrograms of full-length L2 elements in the platypus genome. Panel A) long L2 sequences from the platypus genome. Panel B) Long L2 CARP consensus sequences from platypus. Panel C) Long L2 RMD consensus sequences from platypus. Sequences were aligned with MUSCLE, trees inferred with FastTree and visualized with Archaeopteryx. ORF2-instact L2s are shown with a red dot at the tip of the branch.](pone.0193588.g004){#pone.0193588.g004}

It is worth noting that the Repbase annotation for L2s puts the full-length platypus L2 consensus sequences at 5kb long. However, based on both the CARP and RMD identification outputs, L2 elements in platypus were significantly shorter, at 3kb, with the longest one we could find only 3,110bp in length.

Discussion {#sec015}
==========

Design considerations for bioinformatics pipelines or packages to identify and annotate repetitive sequences in DNA reflect the (sometimes unstated) goals of their developers. We have chosen to prioritise the identification of recent, slightly divergent repeats, to do so with a minimal number of tools and dependencies and to allow users the flexibility of choosing their own annotation tools (ie RepeatMasker or CENSOR). Ancestral, or previously characterised repeats can easily be detected using existing tools, but identifying novel repetitive elements, such as clade specific SINEs requires *ab initio* identification. It is also our experience that researchers sequencing a new genome usually want to identify repeats and segmental duplications early, and independently of gene model prediction. CARP is based on PALS and PILER, but improved and re-implemented in Go as krishna and igor. Our pipeline boils down to five simple steps: 1) find repeats using a pair-wise all vs all local alignment in your genome of choice, 2) use single linkage clustering with a length constraint to create repeat families from the alignments, 3) generate consensus sequences from repeat families and annotate them using RepBase and reverse transcriptase sequences and TE sequences from NCBI, 4) filter out protein coding genes by alignment to Swiss-Prot and 5) combine the *ab initio* library with RepBase to annotate both TEs and candidate segmental duplications.

At present RMD is the most widely used *ab initio* TE identification package, but it has limitations, particularly for users interested in the evolution of TEs. It only provides broad consensus sequences and does not allow one to determine what sequences contributed to a consensus. REPET can provide the sequences/genome intervals used to generate the consensus sequences from PILER families, but not for GROUPER or RECON families. Neither RMD nor REPET removes families obtained from gene families as does CARP. REPET will use gene models to filter out gene repeats, but if no gene model intervals are available this is not an option.

Neither RMD nor REPET are designed to detect segmental duplications. REPET in particular is designed to remove low copy number families from the analysis in order to avoid having segmental duplications in the final consensus set. At present, segmental duplications are detected using all vs all pair-wise alignments of TE repeat masked genomes, because TE repeats generate a huge number of alignments that mask the *bona fide* segmental duplications. This masking of TEs also reduces the sensitivity of existing segmental duplication approaches as TEs are a significant component of segmental duplication sequences. CARP generates consensus sequences from low copy repeats (segmental duplications) without masking, which improves the sensitivity of segmental duplication detection. When we compared our segmental duplication annotation to what has been reported for these seven species, we found that our method detected more candidate segmental duplications in the anolis (4.9%) \[[@pone.0193588.ref041]\] ([Table 3](#pone.0193588.t003){ref-type="table"}) and the opossum (1.7%) ([Table 3](#pone.0193588.t003){ref-type="table"}) \[[@pone.0193588.ref042]\].

Finally, the platypus genome is made up of almost 21% LINE L2 sequences, which is an extraordinarily high percentage. Such a high percentage of a single repeat type usually means that there are many actively retrotransposing elements in the genome. As part of CARP's standard output, we were able to identify 41 potentially active, L2 elements in the platypus genome with minimal additional analysis ([Fig 4](#pone.0193588.g004){ref-type="fig"}).

Conclusion {#sec016}
==========

Here we introduce a simple and flexible *ab initio* repeat identification and annotation method (CARP) that annotates TEs and candidate segmental duplications. We applied CARP to seven animal genomes and demonstrated that it performs as well or better than RepeatModeller, the most commonly used *ab initio* TE annotation package.

Limitation: Our approach is limited by memory requirements and runtime. However, as hardware improves and becomes less expensive, these limitations will become less of an issue.

Supporting information {#sec017}
======================

###### Coverage plot of high copy number unclassified repeats in the anolis genome.

Shows the coverage plot for the top 12 highest copy number (\>2,000 copies) unclassified consensus sequences in the anole genome.

(PDF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Coverage plot of high copy number unclassified repeats in the opossum genome.

Shows the coverage plot for the top 21 highest copy number (\>2,000 copies) unclassified consensus sequences in the opossum genome.

(PDF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Coverage plot of high copy number unclassified repeats in the human genome.

Shows the coverage plot for the highest copy number (\>2,000 copies) unclassified consensus sequence in the human genome.

(PDF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### CARP documentation.

Gives a detailed account of how to use our *ab initio* method to identify and annotate TEs from a genome assembly, including the benchmarks used for the seven species in this report.

(PDF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Genome dataset.

Shows the systematic name, common name, genome version, source and submitter for all the genomes tested for our *ab initio* method.

(PDF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Assembly statistics.

Shows the systematic name, total sequence length, scaffold N50, contig N50 and assembly level.

(PDF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Assembly method and coverage.

Shows the systematic name, assembly method, sequencing techonology and estimated genome coverage for the seven genomes in this study.

(PDF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Benchmarks for each method.

Here we show the compute time used for the seven tested species with CARP and RMD.

(PDF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Summary of library lengths generated from two methods.

Total length (bp) of consensus sequence libraries generated by CARP and RMD.

(PDF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Summary of specific TE length generated from two methods.

Comparison of the total consensus sequence lengths (bp) of specific TE types generated by CARP and RMD.

(PDF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Repeat content in the chicken genome.

Shows the copy number, total base pairs (bp) and the percentage of specific repeat class in the chicken genome.

(PDF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Repeat content in the anolis genome.

Shows the copy number, total base pairs (bp) and the percentage of specific repeat class in the anolis genome.

(PDF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Repeat content in the bearded dragon genome.

Shows the copy number, total base pairs (bp) and the percentage of specific repeat class in the bearded dragon genome.

(PDF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Repeat content in the platypus genome.

Shows the copy number, total base pairs (bp) and the percentage of specific repeat class in the platypus genome.

(PDF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Repeat content in the opossum genome.

Shows the copy number, total base pairs (bp) and the percentage of specific repeat class in the opossum genome.

(PDF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Repeat content in the human genome.

Shows the copy number, total base pairs (bp) and the percentage of specific repeat class in the human genome.

(PDF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Linear regression for unknown sequence copy number against length.

Shows the estimate value, standard error, t-value, *p*-value and significance codes from linear regression analysis. Significance asterisks follow the conventions of R, i.e. \*\*\*, \*\*, \*, ., for p-values below 0.001, 0.01, 0.05 and 0.1 respectively.

(PDF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.
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